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Printed by one Charles Wellsg EsQui^e, of Savannah* Georgia i^io gets
■bountiful thanks but not mudti else for his pains® This magazine is
dittoed* %ot hektoed® (G0'M.Carr# please copy®)'

<

^>1 mil should be addressed to McOain at the address above* not to
Wells nor to the address on the envelope in which you receive this®
I won9t bother saying anything about possible contributions® Eobody
is interesting* pardon me* I mean interested In writing for suck a
limited circulation even though our Sv readers do repreeesent some
thing in the way of th® cream of actiiondom® Or maybe iVwEis my
dire threats about rejecting manuscrivtSocoaosGhg well* better no
submissions -whatsoever than to be obligated to take everything that
comes in* and since most of you who rp*d this are editors yourselves
you can well understand why I say that,

Well* the way I usually fill this ea&ar'as singly empty space is by
apologizing for the lateness of the pre ious issue and exul&inlrg
wk>for it was late® On© Walt Willis* i neofan from somet&ere in
the British Isles who edits a magazine called BASH* I believe* was
■unkind enough to observe that this was
universal habit in his last
issue® (Incidentally* I am henceforth leclaring war to the death on
1 did not
W oovy Of the latest issue of
slAk.aitho I note Rosco Wright received his copy nor® than three
weeks ago since it was there when X wsj in Eugene on my vacation®
Of course l^ve read everything in the issue except the Chandler stor$
you understand* so I’ve not missed smdh4 It’s the insult that has as?
ire upo Krom w on SLOT will never be reviewed in REVIEW* not w-"
less I mn figure out some way to misspell its title® Understand*
Mils? ^d no ©souses about getting lost in the mails® You
used bfeat one to explain away your not writing to me last su^©r9 remember?)
a
iu^..
:r J->?&■/
ed
?8®2® #2 of .REVIEW
delayed due to hekto trouble® Issue #3 got
?®F S
dispensation of the U®3® Postal Service® #4 whs
late du® to an unexpected death in the family ^hich occured just after
-Uu completed the masters®' It was necessary far me to go hose for a
cowl© Of woks and hold everything up in the raoantime® For a while
..
x« d have to re^ange fetters sufficiently that it wuld be
necessary for me to drop, from fandom completely and at one tia^e'had
even definitely decided to do so©® However* as far as fandom was consavters righted themselves somewhat unexpectedly and my relate
.ano wjx'n isndom continue unaltered for the tiiae being except for t?.~
delay in getting out the last issue of WIEl1 .while I settled m&ttors.

\ sf8n„$®
vms.« will
Bioilicy

up -^ylth something new each tizAe® I haven® t any idea
this issue® I9m not even considering the wild pos^
it will hit th® mails without turions interference®

apropos of nothing* how many of you have noted the furor over decline
sixtr. fandom and approaching seventh fandom? Of-course first, end
socoHd fandem were ^ery carefully marked off but since uhan no one but
Olaude Dealer seems to have worried about when to divide suoceeding
were such,until Silverbergs ^T/iKDRY article waldh has
■;ade a Xiv-a
of the asatter and pitchfor^d us headlong into vth

<

*-

In our usual alphabetical order# for no particular reason
WRAI BAIA.ARD
Blanchards H.D.
•
ootta0W keeps drying and at least in the editorial coznments# every
issue is great® Only Palmer and I so seldom .agree® If I had bean
Ziff-Davis# and the story Palmer tells about “Myshkin" is true# I.
being kind hearted would sue him* Actually he should have been
horsewhipped® So much furor over so little® At least he got my
35^ out- of me that way® It was a swindle® Did that with the issue
before with EE Smith# and the result was pure PLACET STORIES® Which
reminds me I got the new PLACET weeks ago®®.and although I’ve been
desperate for something to read# I haven’t been that desperate® Onoe
I said that I usually could read PLACET. Thapas true# usually
PLAHET EAd stuff worth reading# hut this issue seems so typically
PLACET that I am not strong enough to swallow such a bitter dose©
After I got your letter# I took myself to a newsstand, and*
watching myself closely so I couldn’t escape# forced myself to ouy
SOIEMCE* PICTIOH PLUS. Also bought the second issue. But I got an,
excuse for the sedoud issue®«©I got it with the cover ripped off
for 5^a I honestly think the mag is worth 5^ and some day I will
road it to make sure. All I can say about the first issue is with
that slick paper I can’t think of a thing it is good for.

REDD BOGGS #
2215 Benjamin St© H®Ea# Minneapolis 18# Minn©

I agree with you 100 per cent in regards the fallacy of imitating
other in print. That’s poison® Hoffman is a good example of,this -she often attempts to ape Tucker and Willis# and sho can’t quite co it®
Why she should try is a big mystery, because Hoffman herself is fas
cinating and in some respects a lot more versatile than either of
modelso A big colorful personality always gets imitated. A "school9
builds up around him® That sas especially evident in the Insurgent
Element® Such lesser lights as Rotsler# Widner, Condra# ord even
Roger Graham. when he took part in several Wild Hair sessions# .closely
imitated the style of Laney and Buxbee. If you didn’t have a sense of
qua.*? ity# you would swear that their stuff
as far as subject matter#
treatment# and style went — was written by Burb .or ftl® The same
was true of the Puturians, and is true today of the .Quandry oilquag'
I note Daw Hammond writing a convention report in the Willis styl$#
^nd doing a horrible job©
I®.a.note that you wonder why Startling was mad© a monWLj whan
WS "has always been better." Since the two are edited from tae sf.xs
desk and the same slush pile# it seems there’s no reason for one
being better except for the editor’s personal preference for one
title or the other. I haven’t noticed much difference in quality
myself# at least since the days when Startling was the one to .use
the “booklengther®* I expect they chose the better-selling title
for the monthly-s^edule©*®®©! wish Startling would go htontaly
sains when it come® out so often I get far behind in my reaaxng.

BILL MORSE
JUTsDJJe R®AOFO Gosport# Hants9 (don’t ask me What country that’s in©
I haven’t' the least idea myself and don’t even know if my mail is
reaching him®)

You may or may not agree# but I still think at that time# my
views (in COIJTTJ SI OH last spring as to idiy I bought IMAGINATION but
not GALAXY) were correcto
Eanlingg at that time# ws quite obviously doing his damndest
to produce a magazine tailored to the exact demands of his readersa
It must have been a terrific strain on ths man# for a while# to
decide between two equal and opposite forces® To start with# there
were long time fen^ with their fixed ideas- we are more reactionary
than might be believed- and their long-time feuds« Must be awful
difficult not to follow their lead# especially with Mari Wolff and
the others on his staff©

Pulling in the opposite direction were neo-fen.and youngsters
-dho just like to read stfo The min points for Hamiing# I should
imagine# were to keep feuds out and keep circulation up« Even then#
he was- still making steady efforts to improve® and some of his short
stories wore outstandingly good© nonetheless® without trying to be
nasty to Homling# he obviously ended up by taking the easy way out©
His neo-fan readers® and I surmise that a majority of those attending
the Chicago Convention were of that category® were a'wider group thas
the SAPS/FAPA people© They cried out for 8©J« Byrne# Dsn i el Galouye
and the others# while the actifen just snarled and made no construct
ive criticism© At the moment I suspect an 0©W«/Amazing trends and
shall not be renewing my sub®®# but the fact remains that# at ths ttea
I wrote the article there was! still a good oianee of a completely new
type 9zin®e

Sow for Galaxy© I bought the first four issues# despite the
tags because I could not quite make up my mind whether the value was
Were® It must be that I have a mental twis^# or something# because
no-one seems to agree with any idea that Galaxy is the repository
stories that do not quite make the ASS’ or BsfWndSF standards©
As a f’rinstance# tie re is Bradbury’s story® ”The Fireman®c
Billed as being his first novelet# or words to that effect# it
■ didn’t strike home as one expected from the Master® Indeed# if you
recall# I mentioned that# in WIIIS • claiming that it should have V
a group of shorts© I’ve since heard from Bill Bolan that it wg,t
originally# three shorts# but got hooked together for Galaxy©

Having regard to all the ballyhoo^— and the famous baok-ccv y
ado—and BYou’ll never see it in Galaxy”—I still doubt if the
magazine is worth the’35^© Over here it costs twice as much as
despite^ all the cracks that have been said about Campbell and cost-©
In fact# ASF is about the cheapest meg in the field over here© Thora
is real ^lue for the money# although it,may never reach the ®46-®&o
pinnacis ^gain®
Cons to think of it- how often do you see a Bat Burstin typ@ ■
tory in &:ay »f ths leading pro sines? They were oh the wsy out long
before Gold began® It just so happened that the description was (and
p
'^''f the pity) still with us® Thanks to Campbell and Merwin s
C--^' t get them any sate outside of the lowest products of Erowseo
""'k r-'' •
- to ca^py-i^n against the J>pul,,Anc.s.rsQn/Plaa§t tvp®
y. :
good# bur that mlgM be to© controversial &

Personally, I look upon Gold as a brilliant opportunists a'
aan with a keen eye for a trend® The ASP format was fine
add a
Zromekote cover® ASF gtor&es are fine - get some, and add ths Bat
Burstin piece© ASP has letters only from erudite readers-hahl
we® 11 have none at alii ASF has (had?) learned scientific articles-^®
we® 11 sign up Bey and add a regular hook review corners
-•
2® 11 give. the san his due- he has taken all .the best points of
Campbell} Merwin and Boucher and built a good,, competent, ^aga-zinOo
But I will never call it outstanding as it currently appears, bananas
there is nothing there which really stands out from the rest©
jmrthar- I will admit that9 now I am Msoontinuing the imgfSmtion
sub} X shall be buying Galaxy regularly© But
whole point is that
there are others just as good in the field, other than the Campbell,,
Boucher® Mines group, and some of them are often better than Galaxy®
for ggr purposes® I am, after all, a science-fantasy reader® as are
wet of the Bradbury adherents, and am only likely to buy mgs which
consistently print s^enoe-fantasy with & greater emphasis on the
effect of the future on th® personality, rather than th® person®
Examples?
&£ all Bradbury’s post-Weird stories* Russell’®
HAnd Then There Were Bone*® Parts I and IX of »Gunner Cade‘S so st
of Van Vogtj the Baldies^ the Websters? Sturgeon’s ^Thunder and
Roses8® (I’ll never forget that one as long as I live)® Notice
how many of them are ASP stories? And X’ve begun collecting old
UEBBOOT copies® As I said a while back, active fans-the SAFS/Fapa
people- ar® re-actionary©

Honestly, 1 can only recall on® Galaxy story for certain ®
Bradbury’s »The Fireman8—and that only because it was tab iiedloere
for th® Master until you realized how it came to have the novelet
fom® X Judge the excellence of magazines by the number of stories
X remember par issue bought—.Value for money, in fact—and by that
yardstick, several 0®We issues have far surpassed gold®
(oopsB pardon se) isn’t it?

One point on which we can take a elicit issu®@®occasicnally®
maybe, it is unavoidable tim an infinitive must be split® But"''
■?fey do so many American writers — not. authors- appear to be trying
deliberately to split them? Usually there can be greater emphasis
by leaving them unsplit©
British fanzines, other than Slant and SESTews, are so obviously
imitations of Q, that I don’t indulge any more® In a ways I think
Willis is wrong in trying to change Wans
to resemble the •
American version (I doubt if he’ll do it)® Janglishmmi are fuhUamentally incapable of getting the Convention spirit as I saw it in
the Chicos reviews® Their idea is something more like the Eblacon^
a chairman trying to be dignified,, with everyone else being just
naturally chatty and clique-prone® A glance at the White Horse any
Thursday shows that® Want to visit?

As you walk in, there are pros on your left# discussing
Royalties, U»S® rights and so-one They911 ignore you» On your
right an earnest young Free thinker explaining the" Catholic"Faith
to an innocent bystander„ and hiding an intense female (hair parted
in the centre, drawn back tightly# thick glasses» black ribbon around
neck holding cameo pendant^ thick pancake make-up and books on Paul
Klee? Jewish poetry and Harold Laski all clutched tightly), who is
talking violently to a Czech fellow-traveller® At the bar you® 11
see me# in uniform, and another science-fantasy type® We go- there
as much.for the beer as for meeting sf types® Vince Clarke and
Ken Bulmer .are probably with us® Clarke with orange age# Bulmer with
beer® At the main tables Ted Tubb with a couple of would-be sisters®
hot really sf types# because one of them# I am. sure# has never read
any, bxit both willing to write variations on any theme by any ack
nowledged pro# for*any publishers^ Neither more than twenty two®
Other end of the table - Chuck Harris® Stone deaf# Mth a pile
of fanzines# bragging about ”as I said to Bloch” or «In Lee Hoffman’s
last letter®” You can’t, interrupt Chuck, and he know it® Always
grateful for loans of fanzines and always full of the latest dirt
on any member of any group whatever® With him, a couple of young®
®ters# vastly delighted to learn# from a BO, all that goes on®
Over at the dart board# two lads trying to impress each other
with their knowledge and ability® Trying to appear to be drinking
more# while actually drinking less® You know the sort of kid I
And in th® corner are the Convention committee, very serious very
determined# very conscious of their own importance/ All full of
brilliant ideas# all trying to speak at once, and none believing
that this year’s Con® will be just like all the others# because"
this time# tha^ are on the committeeo

That oovers everything but the staircase‘Where another group
ar^ quietly arguing, all on different subjects0 -They are the queers
physically, mentally, politically, or any combination of those—
who hate everyone’s guts® Unfortunately, you have to he aware of
the®, because the staircase leads to the can©
And9 since you arrived# the two publishers - Carnell and
Campbell,- have entered, and are sipping their drinks
.they allow
Ego and th® others to tell them what nice guys they (the editors)
are, and 00 ot« I find ft vastly atasing©

SAM MOSKOWITZ
Gemsback Publications, Inc® 25 West Broadway, Mew York 7, KSYO

I appreciate your sending me issue #4 of Review, and yous
letter of obviously sincere criticism® However# I believe you
are evaluating the magazine from an unrealistic, and, if you will
forgive m@g immature stand-pointo

You are attesting ^ery hard to be inductive in your reviews9
but it will be some time before you have acquired the scientifictional background to lend an air of authenticity to it©

X feel the second issue of S05EUCH^FICTIOlr PLUS is a great
deal stronger in every department# formats illustrations# stories#
articles and features than, most sciencefiction magazines published
todaygsnd feel further that th® third isppe will sehow SCIEITCE^KCTIOS
PIUS as a leader in the field in every depart® nt®

(EDITOR’S HOTEs In a persozy letter accompanying the lasl issue I
had mentioned my discovery that much of the ’difficult*-to-pead^ feel^
lag which accompanied the S^. stories stemmea f^om the type-face used
and that this appeared to be a bold-? face display type#.'
«>■* completely
uneuitedto use for t@xt and never intended for that purpose*®)

Our type is very definitely a WR^type® It is Bodoni Light
.which was designed for clarity§ readability and wordage# and is us^d
by the worlds most outstanding publications® Our printer Cunpo tells
me that »its increase in popularity has been so rap^d that they feol
that within two years it' will be the most popular type-face used Ip.
the magazines they prints
•
. Somedayf at a conventions I •will give a talk on the factors
that oohijribute to a* magazine*® success or failurej you ^111 be .
polled to learn that excellence. of editorial content reprq^ents
no mar® than
1/3 of the success factor® It made me si<fc9 top®
when I discovered that® If SCU^CB-I’IC^IOU PLUS succeeds or falls
only one third of its success or failure will be attributable to
the gtcries# illustrations and balance given it
it

((pardon me# I’m having trouble with ey typer coming apart at the
seams® v®l.m®)) .could be the finest application in the history of
science-fiction and fail pretty miserably oy one of the poorest
and. show a fair return® •
-

OT’ORGETTABLS . QU0TATW3 ^L<
.VictSr Rousseau - “The Beetle Horde®
SUPER SCIENCE <*> February# 1030®

ASTOUITIO'Gr i&ORlES OF

aWesve got to get this little.lady to civilization#
and we’ve got to protect our fives in order to give
this great new
to the world® If we are
attacked# yon must sacOTfic®*your life far sae® Torn*
my# so that I can carry back the news©".
•Righto i'5’’ answered Tosiay with alacrity® •You
bet I will# iTIMo®
#2

JoToK’Intosh - “Beggars Ml® - MAGAZINE OF F^TTASY AEED SCUSas
FICTION - April 1953®
Scouts’ crews -were half men and half wjmi for one
min reason® Any other system was ridiculous©
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FANZINES

REVW

Light crop# this time®eBOS
O^^gA*-publ 1 shed by Keith Joseph# 105 Richland Ave®, San Francisco,
10, California—-edited by Terry Carr, 134 Cambridge St®, San Fran
cisco 12, California. 15^f per issue, four issues for 50^«
One of the most inauspicious debuts in some time® Material is only
slightly lower than par for the first issue of a typical fanzine
(which means the editor in kindness to his contributors should have
printed all items anonymously) but Editor Carr makes things worse
by informing the reader, Palmer-like, how wondrous are the gcodiss
within. A touch of modesty is irreplacaHLe in a first issue,
ever, the material is definitely superior to the reproduction, though
here my conscience won'st allow me to. fully express myself since these
lads are duplicating so many of the production errors I made with th®
first issue of WASTEBASKET^ multi-colored inks, too thin paper, and
injudicious choice df illustrations. The second issue inevitably
must be an improvement® . Anything else is obviously impogsible©
Carr, a fair fan-writer himself, should write more of his own contents and depend on his contributors less until he qanxbetteyeand
more able ones®
‘
r

SJ3XENCE FICTI.Oir NEWS LET'^BR—m'Dttbliehed quarterly for the
kAra
and the Beanie Bridge (that’s right, bridage^ — don’t argue wife
Tucker)® 20/ a copy, or four issues for 75/e
SFNL and Tucker need a plug from me like Arthur Clarke needs a Big ■
Pond fund® Heedless to say, this is sti^l the poor fan’s LE ZOMBIE „
(Wonderfully apt title that for a mag published by a man we still
can’t get rid of despite killing him off twice®) .

SCINTILLA-^--Carry Anderson, 2716 Smoky Lan«u Billings, Mont®
Last summer in reviewing SCINTILLA I commented he had just about .
licked his mimec troubles and as soon as he got good saterl al. this '
would be an appealing zine^ Fer some reason, having mastered mime©$
he promptly switched to ditto and despite fee four or five ensuing
issues, his dittoing is still quite a bit inferior to the mimoo work
he was doing® The material has ias^hMed — there’s some-good, some
fair, some not-eo-good — but not nearly to ths point I feel it would
have reached had Anderson let well-enough®alon^ and stuck to Mw®
Despite about a year in publishing this fanzine has never quite made
it which is a shame since Anderson has the one rarest quality
fan-editors, regularity®

WSZINSS IN ' BRIEF
GEM TONES — Gertrude Carr
Hm, another .REVIEW competitor® May be just co-incidence but wre
people going'into the review business lately® First half reviews
SAPSzines9 second'half generalzines® Says Carr "Whate’er I say, be
it fair o^ foul, ’Tig bound to result in an ego-crushed howlV’ which
& is certainly true in REVIEW’S case since despite some kind words
she commits the ultimate atrocity of dubbing us hektoedS . Gertrud
REVIEW abandoned hekto after the second issue®/ Recommended

OTTSiUERS ® Wrai Ballard

SAPSzlnes I over seem to have on hand when it comes to
areAfr?in G^n
Ballard®. Looks like several other
??ve ta b® stricken from the mailing. list® Wile Wai
^2??^ t quite^ come out and say, IM judge from the whooping and •
selected as the'best SAPSaine in the
poll, 1 aon’t believe Wrai has a tremendous trade
list but ix you can geo on it, IM advise it® Best item this issue
’^s-t forgotten oharacter, the true Honalong Cassidy?
been foully usurped in recent decades' by -certain
B-^sster plywood and. television interests® I don’t share WaiM
dJT?,bicm
magazines » particularly ARGOSY’ g, but all-in-all ~
still a most enjoyable aine«
9 ^.SXJ-

^overuse a preposition to end a.sentence with.

PRO83 PROSE
AIUZW‘STORIES - June-July

:-!^u?Ht5T1S^sir5b slick issue, though a far cry from ^3at the
G 5 s
t0
• ^s-ally dicappointlng,
Jtallv
^toiy^by Graham^ar,
fF
really good- thing x‘ve read.by him sinae ’’’the nw-h^V
usual® Rest of the’writes
pas xor the new.Z-D. Interesting to note that with the e”-<NmtMn ‘
Ol one
by. William McGivern the only .pulp Z-U Kack x^to hTLs""''
r3*18?
tet0 e>« B«r Kagazines iFl?^ Je^ao
eg
company will have to depend on CW, IMAGIWAr'n''M
or the deteotive an# ifestdm markets’ from pow on o$ starwj......
iemoic* scieuge fictioh

- Are

is one* of the very best editors in the busMs* *
S?®?
budget*#» the f aoa of todayM^W'J? little dhort of. a miracle® But <®11 have'to
tBls issue ls$91 a good examp^j of*
I medn« Only good

* ^XQ?

tual6

One of the very poorest lowndes edited issues I’ve ever seen®

GALAXY SCISUC® FIGTICM « ?fey

Eost of the issues I have to review W time are wav below w- ™
it’s a. pleasure w be able to review-GALAXY® Vol® 1^
fe
S, wile
not
so extraordinary
<.
~x.
But
Sfter
that Goldina
kept j.,t up near the top, if aot el wave in fivrt
?hh< u
except for a £ew occasional bright spots it tended to feature sore

of

sine futoethe

and less^l iess 1

51 seemed for a time &3 if Gold had steeiv
e s2a^
dead-end street of v^jt minded introspection ©a

which so emeh of modem day literature is stalled© To one who .
abandoned, with irritations this sort of stuff years ago for the
constantly stimulating idea^flotion of stf® this was not good® In
facty for a while GALAXY had slipped to fourth place in my estima^
tion behind two other digest sized magazines and one pulp S' But it
pleases me iiroensely to be able to say that the April and May issues
of GALAXY ere easily its two finest issues einbe the very first tvs
back in-1950© I haven’t figured opt,the cause for this but I’m glory=
ing in it 'while It lasts {which I hope will be the next five to fif
teen years)© Poorest of the five stories in this issue is "A Gleeb
for Earth* by a new writer Charles Shafhauser© Even this is amusing©
But the other four©«0©Clifford Simak has a tale called ’’Junkyard”®
typical of ASP during its 47®4® peak© . Better yet is ths almost_
always excellent new writ er/WfKnitFnSt^Bo^
"
wonderfully appealing story of the unusual spaceship which^among
rm
other
abilities® is able to get drunk©.©and does© Evelyn.
E© Smith
whom I will love forever for *Th.e Martian and the
Magician81' in MOE (my pick for last year’s best short story) 9 and
a new addition to GALAXY’s staff* I read somewhere® has a marvel
lous little yarn, with the sort of feminine touch associated wife
CULaMoore, called “Not Pit for Children”© This story may be trivial
but I got a huge bang out of it© Last® and most impressive © oao easily
dwarfing the others is the novella, ’’'Wherever you May BeH by Jsmss
Gunn© Despite the ©lues pointing that way (see HEVIW #4) I still
don’t believe Gunn is Theodore Sturgeon© But this story® easily the
best to appear under either the Gunn or Jamas names» shakes my assure
ance on the subject somewhat® Thi^ story, is easily worthy of The
Master© (Wen Bill Morse uses oapitalsren -those two words it means
Bradbury but when I use them it means Sturgeon©) It’s not really
original© Very UNKNOWish® it dips ideas up from half a dozen UNK
yarns and many others appearing in diverse magazines© Gunn. Cheats
halfway through by switching his fantasy into stfnal channels© (even
so it’s difficult to see why Gold didn’t keep this for BEYOND©)
But the old ideas are handled as if they ©re completely new® the
only two important characters are so three-dime^siongl^
and th®
whole is so imbued with dhazm and fascination that I can’t find it
in my heart to quibble© This issue of GALAXY is ^iole^heartedly
reeowiended and along with the April issue and the first issue of
FANTASY® rates as one of the three best issues of any magazine sc
far this year© Hope this isn’t the temporary flash in the pan that,
it probably is©

THE MAGAZINE OF FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION - May
When “Snulbug* originally appeared in the December 1941 issue of
UNKNOW it was only able to make se®ond spot for fee issue in
index of story ratings© Twelve years later ’Aea it appears in
Author Boucher’s own top-rated zine it8® an easy @hoi©e for first©
VJhibh is an interesting commentary both on what a fabulous magazine
UNKNOW was and the state of stfantasy in today’s glutted market©
(For those who are interested® first place in that issue was snagged
by Theodore Sturgeon^® utterly unforgettable "Brat”©) Nor is .this
an unusually poor issue of MOE© There is one other tremendously
shocking and tremendously satisfying, story called wa@t” by Ward
Moore© Best are standard for MOF® ranging from quite good to quite
poor©

1

OTHER WORLDS - May 1953
Continues “better than in the past# though still nothing to rave
over© A GALAXY story which didn’t quite make the grade# ”Bab®&
in the Woods’3 by Gordon Dickson is best in the issue© Much as
I admired UNKNOWN I® 11 have to admit I never oared for the Gray
Mouser series® even though it was by one of my favorite writers^
Fritz Leibers This was revived for one story in SUSPENSE a couple
of years ago and is continued now in this issue of OW©

SCIENCE FICTION PUTS - May
There9 g no denying that the third issue of this magazine , is a defi®
nite improvement over the first two® The fiction is now improved
to a point where it is on a level with the better 50% of what appears
in OTHER WORLDS & Harry Walton® s “Intelligence Test5* is the best
story yet printed in this magazine and while no landmark still
makes nice readitg 0 I9d say this magazine and-OW now occupy about
the same level® The fiction here can be classed as better sinc^
there is an absence of that ®sasred princess of the forbidden
crypts9 offal which Palmer .usually uses for his lead stories but
this advantage is balanced/^he unattractive layout (the illustra
tions are particularly unappealing ® they give one the impression
he is reading Gernsback’s radio magazine instead of a fiction pub
lication) and the type face which® despite Moskowitz’s manful defense
in. our letter column this Issuq remains one of the most painfullytiring to read faces ever used-for large sections of tg®& (within
the last century that is») This is probably the magazine’s single
biggest disadvantage® Moskovitz is already showing signs of learn
ing about layout ho we ver 9 it is only fair to report o The double
spread for Walton® s story and the title page for the Wallace novel
(so*called) are both extremely attractive© This magazine is improv®
lag but it has a long* long way to go yet© (interesting sidelight to
this issueeeo.a typical Bloch yarn about two stfans who defeat
alien invader by ude of a zap gttn© I must say their manners sound
uncomfortably true-to-life of the behav^®^ of certain real-life fans©
Dut the interesting part is that their girlfriends are two sisters
named Bea and Pat© J
THRILLING WONDER SERIES - June

This magazine had a higher average of memorable stories last year
than any other but Ahis issue certainly pulls down the average© I
don91 know if the slump is temporary but this issue is daw where
aost stfans who don’t read the pulps think all issues of mich-mga^zines as WONDER are© Not one single story in the issue worth men®
tioninge
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IWO COMPIETE SCIE.NGE«ADVENTURE BOOKS - Summer

Bryan Berry is a bonaa fide discovery but not. yet stiffioiently devel®
oped to carry a novel-length© “Mission to Marakee® starts out fine
but fizzles out
and has one of the dreariest endings imaginable©
The other story by Kilian Houston Brunner is one of those PMWish.
'‘warrior mid on the forbidden planet of Wcsyl9 things© Nice illus
trations by F^eas©

RECOMMENDED STORIES

lean pickings* this time©

Intelligence Test — Harry Walton «« SCIENCE FICTION PLUS
Never Trust an Intellectual -« Raymond Eo Banks -»-» DYNAZHG
Not Fit for Children — Evelyn Ee Sai th — GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION
So Viee9 So Young — Graham Dear — AMAZING STORIES
Specialist «« Robert Sheokley — GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION
Story Conference — Arthur Forges
MAGAZINE OF FANTASY

i^RY HIGHLY. RECOMMENDED

Lot —Ward Moore -- MAGAZINE OF FANTASY 'AND SCIENCE FICTION

Snulbug ^- Anthony Boucher — MAGAZINE OF FANTASY AND SF
*
Wherever Yon May Be — James Guan «« GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION

